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In this sequel to the series Invasion of the
Tentacle Breeding Creatures from Space,
the Earth is now ruled by symbiotic, alien
tentacles that exist only for sex and other
lewd, lustful acts.Alexandra has awoken on
a space station with the last vestiges of the
human resistance. She cant remember
anything from after the initial tentacle
attacks, but is being recruited to help stave
off the advances of unthinkable
alien-human hybrids that want nothing
more than to convert the rest of the crew to
their perverted horde. Will Alex be able to
help the resistance fight off the oversexed
aliens, or is she destined to be violated in
the same way as so many before her?This
5,600 word erotic short story contains
alien/human hybrids, dickgirls / futanari,
oral sex, anal sex, and continues the
adventure from Invasion of the Tentacle
Breeding Creatures from Space series.
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